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$540,000+

Embark on a journey to contemporary living with this brand new 2-bedroom apartment, scheduled for completion in

March 2024. Nestled in a vibrant community, this residence is the epitome of modern design and convenience, perfect for

those who appreciate style and functionality.Sophisticated Open Floor Design:The heart of this apartment is its modern

open floor layout, which seamlessly integrates living, dining, and kitchen areas into one harmonious space. This design not

only maximizes the area but also fosters a sense of togetherness, making it perfect for entertaining guests or enjoying

quiet family moments. Large windows flood the space with natural light, creating a warm and inviting atmosphere that

complements the sleek, contemporary finishes.Elegant Bedrooms and Bathrooms: The apartment features two spacious

bedrooms, each designed with comfort and tranquility in mind. The master bedroom comes with an ensuite bathroom,

providing a private retreat for relaxation. The second bedroom is versatile, ideal for guests, a home office, or a creative

space. The main bathroom is stylishly appointed with modern fixtures and finishes, reflecting the overall elegance of the

apartment.State-of-the-Art Kitchen:At the heart of the open floor plan is the state-of-the-art kitchen. Equipped with the

latest appliances and a chic design, it's not only a cook's dream but also a centerpiece for social gatherings. Ample storage

and counter space make it both functional and aesthetically pleasing.Additional Features:In-unit laundry for

convenience.Two Balcony or terrace, offering a private outdoor space to relax and enjoy the surroundings.Climate control

systems for year-round comfort.Secure parking and storage options.This 2-bedroom apartment in SkyHaus represents

more than just a living space; it's a lifestyle choice for those who value design, comfort, convenience, luxury and modern

living. Architectural Marvel:SkyHaus Taylor stands out with its innovative architecture. The building features a distinctive

strip of apartments adorned with zigzag balconies. This not only creates a rhythmic visual along the main road but also

ensures privacy within the complex. Opposite these, a curved block houses garden terrace apartments, surrounded by

lush greenery. The central atrium, a marvel in itself, offers cross ventilation and skyward views, infusing the space with

natural light and air.Luxurious AmenitiesResidents of SkyHaus enjoy an array of world-class amenities. The lower ground

houses a state-of-the-art gym, perfect for fitness enthusiasts. The ground floor features an outdoor area, basking in

sunlight all year round, ideal for family gatherings and entertainment. Ascend to the rooftop, and you're greeted with

luxury that caters to everyone: sun beds with panoramic views, a plunge pool for warm days, a spa for the cooler times,

and a sauna for a rejuvenating end to your week.SkyHaus Taylor: Redefining Luxury Living in Sutherland

CrescentWelcome to SkyHaus Taylor, a stunning new addition to Sutherland Crescent, Taylor, situated in an enviable

location directly opposite the Margaret Hendry School. This address represents a unique blend of convenience and

exceptional design, unparalleled in the region. Developed by Chase Group, SkyHaus is a testament to the belief that every

development should be a statement piece, transcending its location.Architectural MarvelSkyHaus Taylor stands out with

its innovative architecture. The building features a distinctive strip of apartments adorned with zigzag balconies. This not

only creates a rhythmic visual along the main road but also ensures privacy within the complex. Opposite these, a curved

block houses garden terrace apartments, surrounded by lush greenery. The central atrium, a marvel in itself, offers cross

ventilation and skyward views, infusing the space with natural light and air.Luxurious AmenitiesResidents of SkyHaus

enjoy an array of world-class amenities. The lower ground houses a state-of-the-art gym, perfect for fitness enthusiasts.

The ground floor features an outdoor area, basking in sunlight all year round, ideal for family gatherings and

entertainment. Ascend to the rooftop, and you're greeted with luxury that caters to everyone: sun beds with panoramic

views, a plunge pool for warm days, a spa for the cooler times, and a sauna for a rejuvenating end to your week.Interior

EleganceThe apartment itself is a haven of spacious luxury. It boasts two balconies and a large open floor plan that

seamlessly integrates living, dining, and kitchen areas. The modern kitchen is equipped with high-quality appliances,

complementing the large master bedroom with an ensuite, an additional well-sized bedroom, and a bathroom. Added

conveniences include a laundry area and a storeroom, with built-in storage in all bedrooms.Key DetailsCompletion: March

2022Living Area: 71 SqmBalcony: 13 SqmBe among the first to experience this blend of luxury and functionality, set to be

your dream home in 2024.


